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reproductions of Middle Low German and Slavic texts (pp. 185-96), as well as of 
three single-sheet prints (pp. 197-99). 

On the occasion of two visits to Soviet Russia, Lewandowski acquainted himself 
with the research contributions of Soviet scholars, whose views he now either 
accepts (with due expression of indebtedness) or disputes. 

ALFRED SENN 

University of Pennsylvania (Emeritus) 

SLAVOTEUTONICA: LEXIKALISCHE UNTERSUCHUNGEN ZUM SLA-
WISCH-DEUTSCHEN SPRACHKONTAKT IM OSTMITTELDEUT-
SCHEN. By Giinter Bellmann. Studia Linguistica Germanica, no. 4. Berlin 
and New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1971. xii, 356 pp. DM 84. 

The work consists of two parts: part 2 is the author's 1967 Habilitationsschrift and 
treats ninety-four words of Slavic origjn in a German dialect spoken before 1945 
in Silesia. Part 1 contains a sociological and historical discussion of the part played 
by the German language in the colonized Polish regions in the Middle Ages, and a 
sociolinguistical interpretation of the data in part 2. 

The entry for each of the ninety-four words contains, in most cases, (1) the 
word's present meaning, (2) the form and meaning of its Slavic original, and (3) 
an attempt at establishing a derivatory relation between the contemporary German 
word and its Slavic original. However, since this information is not presented very 
systematically, the reader has to read the whole entry carefully to find the item he 
wants, which can be very frustrating if, as frequently happens, the item is missing. 
In the entry for Druschma (p. 242), for example, only forms from contemporary 
Slavic languages are given, which of course have no direct relation to the words 
discussed. This omission will not confuse the Slavic specialist, but the nonspecialist 
will lose time and energy. The entry for Kretscham (p. 248) gives Dorfgasthaus 
"country inn" as the (German? Slavic? both?) meaning. Some inaccuracies occur: 
we find for the Slavic original of Kadel "soot" both Old Sorbian *kadolb' (p. 195), 
actually an Upper Sorbian form (see Zdzislaw Stieber, Zarys dialektologii jesykdw 
zachodnioslowianskich, Warsaw, 1956, p. 45), and *kadlub' (p. 196), the Polish 
and Lower Sorbian form, while the index lists *kadolb, without palatalization of the 
final b. A more systematic and uniform arrangement of the entries would certainly 
have alerted the author to such deficiencies. 

Somewhat more serious is the treatment of some words as of Slavic origin 
though an original Slavic form is lacking—namely, Skonner "sparrow" (p. 109) 
and Schiverke "downpour" (p. 204). One would indeed be inclined to seek a con
nection between Polish skowronek "skylark" and skorzec "sparrow" (dialectal) on 
the one hand and Skonner on the other, but such a vague and intuitive notion is 
certainly out of place in a scientific work. However, Schwerke is of Germanic 
origin (see Jakob and Wilhelm Grimm, Deutsches Worterbuch, Leipzig, 1899, entry 
Schwark). The entry Pistole also belongs in this category; the word may ultimately 
be of Slavic origin, but it entered German from the Romance languages and as 
such tells us little about Slavic-German linguistic contacts. 

The value of Bellmann's work, though his book is clearly the result of long and 
hard work by a writer of considerable erudition, is somewhat diminished by the 
inclusion of several words which are not specific for the Silesian area and thus do 
not bear on the linguistic contacts there. To this group belong words like Jauche, 
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Gurke, and Quark, which may have entered East Middle German by way of other 
dialects, as is almost certainly the case with Kretscham, where a form of Old Czech 
origin eventually won out over forms of Polish or Sorbian origin. 

Bellmann's book, though it contains about ten entries which should not have 
been included, gives a solid and at times ingenious treatment of Slavic loanwords 
in a German dialect and should not be absent in major Slavic library collections. 

G. KOOLEMANS BEYNEN 

The Ohio State University Libraries 

A BAUDOUIN D E COURTENAY ANTHOLOGY: T H E BEGINNINGS OF 
STRUCTURAL LINGUISTICS. Translated and edited by Edward Stankie-
wicz. Indiana University Studies in the History and Theory of Linguistics. 
Bloomington and London: Indiana University Press, 1973. viii, 406 pp. $19.50. 

This book is a collection of twenty-two studies covering Jan Baudouin de Cour-
tenay's most representative and important writings in general and Slavic linguistics, 
presented for the first time to the English reader in an excellent translation by 
Edward Stankiewicz, who has not only done a fine editing job but in many cases 
has succeeded in his translation in clarifying passages which are difficult reading 
in the author's own style. This selection of Baudouin's writings gives a fascinating 
picture of the work of that famous Polish linguist of French origin, founder of the 
Russian school of linguistics at the University of Kazan. He, no less than Ferdinand 
de Saussure, was one of the pioneers of the structural school in linguistics, but is 
much less known, because only a few of his works were written in a West European 
language. His writings contain a wealth of original ideas that were elaborated on 
and advanced by all subsequent contributors to modern phonology and morpho
phonemics in structural linguistics in Europe and the United States. More than 
that, Baudouin's theories about the functions of linguistics are in line with the most 
recent approaches to the subject, as Stankiewicz demonstrates in his introduction 
(p. 16). The forty-three-page introduction by Stankiewicz, a valuable essay in itself, 
gives the reader an excellent idea of Baudouin's importance. The "phoneme," "mor
pheme," "phonetic alternations," and other concepts of structural linguistics are 
traced back to their origins in Baudouin's ideas and compared with similar notions 
set forth and elaborated further by the other founders of structural linguistics 
(Jakobson, Trubetskoy, Shcherba, Martinet, and others). 

The original writings contained in the book cover most of the theoretical issues 
and fundamental questions raised by Baudouin (which remain significant today), 
such as the nature of language as a system of signs, the place of linguistics among 
other sciences, methods of linguistic comparison, the social and psychological as
pects of language, external and internal forces in language, and the synchronic and 
diachronic approaches to language study. His contributions to Slavistics included 
here are inseparably connected with his work in general linguistics, because the study 
of empirical facts concerning Slavic languages (for example, in "An Outline of the 
History of the Polish Language") serves him as a springboard for theoretical gen
eralizations. Thus the historical and theoretical value of this book will certainly 
make it an indispensable item, not only for Slavic linguists but for everyone inter
ested in theoretical linguistics. 

IRENA BELLERT 
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